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Woodsland World Wide Carnival Glass Association

*Desert Rainbows*

Auction - Saturday, January 16th 1999 - 9:30 am
Sccck Auctions would like to invite evenone to the WWW.CGA's Premier Convention in Las Vegas in January. We have
put together a wonderful auction with carnival glass consigned from all over the world. Wc look forward to meeting all the
faces wc only imagine through the keyboards on our computers. The WWW.CGA has a great line up of seminars and there
should be plenty to keep busy with in Vegas! If you have not visited the Woodsland website, you are missing a world of
information; http://w\vw.woodsland.com/camivalglass

All hotel reservations must be made privately with the hotel by contacting the Sales Dept. at: I -800-300-7389. Be sure to
mention the WWW.CGA to receive the special room rate of $60.00 per night. For more convention information contact the
convention coordinator Diane Rosington at: diancf^fronticmet.nct or 716-227-4703.
TERMS: Cash. Checks accepted with proper I.D. NO BUYER'S PREMIUM.

ABSENTEE BID POLICY
Write-in bids will be accepted by sending the numbers of the item(s) desired and the amount bid on each to;
Seeck Auctions, PO Box 377, Mason City, Iowa 50402.
If known by Auction Company, bids may be done over the telephone. (515)424-1116.
There is a $5 handling charge for each successful bid. Shipping and insurance charges are additional.
Bidders will be notified by phone if their bid(s) are successful. This call will be made 1 - 3 days after the auction.
Please have all bids in by Fri., Jan. 8th. All bids (by mail, phone or email) after this date may not be carried out.
Please place bids in the following Increments: $1 to $300 - $5 increments $300 up - $25 increments.
If you do not receive an item that sold for less than your bid, assume we cancelled your bid because the
piece of glass had below average color, manufacture problem, damage or was not listed correctly.
To receive price lists send: $20 - for this auction and next 7 auctions

$5 - for only this auction or individual auction (please specify)
Send to the above address, (please allow 2 - 3 weeks delivery for price ljsts)(Make checks payable to: Jan Seeck)

A**************************************************************************************************************************

You may new email as v/ith year absentee bids! Oar email address is: sesckauctiop.@willowtree.com
Continue to include the numbers of the item(s) you would like to bid on and amount bid on each, please include your
telephone number. ALSO visit us at our website: http://www.willowtree.com/'-seeckauctlon
•" Email Bids must be in by Friday, January 8th "*
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Beaded Basket - marigold
Peacock Tail ruffled compote - amethyst
Peacock Tail ruffled compote - blue -
minor nick on edge of base
Panther ruffled sauce - marigold
N's Thin Rib 11" vase - olive green - has
pastel irid., pretty
Stippled Rays ruffled 6" bowl - amber-
very scarce color
Plain 3 in 1 edge bowl w/Drapery Variant
back - green - a Fenton product
Stippled Rays 9" ruffled bowl - amethyst
Pansy pickle dish - marigold -
Hearts & Flowers ruffled compote - ice
green - a very pretty compote & scarce

marigold - dark & super, minor
pinpoint on base seam, base has
marigold tint

12. Hearts & Flowers ruffled compote -
pastel marigold - has unusual twisted
stem

^ 13. Vintage bon bon - blue - has silver irid.
14. Dragon & Lotus ruffled bowl - dark

amber - a very pretty & scarce bowl,
^  nice

1 iS 15. Dragon & Lotus ruffled bowl - light
amber - has unusual look, different

(Gs 16. Dragon & Lotus ruffled bowl - lime green
- has nice marigold overlay

IL/C 17. Dragon & Lotus ruffled bowl - green
•~7< 18. Dragon & Lotus ruffled bowl - amethyst

19. Dragon & Lotus ruffled bowl - blue - nice
■  20. Double Star 7 pc. water set - green -

very scarce set complete, neat
21. M'burg Blackberry Wreath 8" ruffled bowl

- green - radium & super, as pretty as
these get

+  22. Ripple 10" vase - purple - has 3 3/4"
base, has 7" wide mouth

23. Ripple 11" vase - aqua - 3 3/4*Lbase,
rare color for these

'k') 24. Ripple 11" vase - marigold - 3 3/4" base,
pretty
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Ripple 12 1/2" vase - purple - 3 1/2"
base, super pretty ^7^'
Fishscale & Beads 6" low ruffled bowl -
marigold - some would call this a plate
M'burg Primrose large ruffled bowl -
green - large chip on base, pretty satin
Waterlily & Cattails tumbler - marigold
Rising Sun tumbler - marigold - pretty
Hattie chop plate - purple - spectacular
irid, a fantastic piece, is a no harm nick
on the flat of the base, insignificant on
a piece of this quality
Hattie chop plate - amber - also
absolutely unbelievable, a dandy
amber plate!
Corinth banana boat shaped dish -
amber - unusual & pretty
Propeller 7" ruffled ftd vase - marigold
Leaf Chain 7" ruffled bowl - green - very
scarce color, pretty, neat bowl
N's Bushel Basket - aqua opal - very
light opal w/almost a saphire look to it,
super pretty pastel irid.l
N's Bushel Basket - blue - very pretty
Imperial Grape large round bowl - smoke
- pretty
Octagon wine bottle w/stopper - marigold
Grape & Cable Variant ruffled bowl
w/plain back - green - nice
Peacock & Grape 9" plate - marigold -
unbelievable pumpkin irid. w/pink,
yellow & blue, slightly sharp point, no
problem on this quality piece!
Peacock & Grape 9" plate - green -
super rare color, one of 2 that I know
of, nice
Fine Rib ftd JIP 5 1/2" vase - blue
Plain JIP shaped 6" vase - marigold
M'burg Blackberry Wreath 8" 3 in 1 edge
bowl - green - radium
M'burg Diamonds 7 pc. water set -
amethyst - nice set - most of these
pitchers have manufacture rough
bottoms, this one does not
M'burg Diamonds 7 pc. water set -
marigold - a very pretty set, scarce
Stippled Singing Birds mug - marigold -
nice
Persian Garden large ruffled fruit bowl
top - amethyst - pretty
Persian Garden large ruffled fruit bowl
top - marigold - very, very pretty
radium type irid.
Good Luck ruffled bowl w/ribbed back -
ice blue - fantastic color & irid. on this
extremely rare bowl

mSB

51. Rambling Rose tumbler - blue - pretty
52. imperial Grape tumbler - purple - pretty
53. Four Seventy Four tumbler - marigold

I  fc? 54. Pony ruffled bowl - amethyst - as pretty
as they get, has minor nick on base

55. Memphis 9 pc. fruit bowl set - marigold
- super nice set, dark & pretty, no harm
chip on inside edge of base

56. Strawberry ruffled bowl w/plain back -
green - very pretty

57. Strawberry ruffled bowl w/BW back -
purple - nice
Harvest Poppy ruffled compote -
marigold - scarce piece
Vintage 3 in 1 edge bowl - amethyst -
silvery
N's Thin Rib 7" squatty vase - ice blue -
very scarce, squatty vases are hot

1^5 61. Fashion 7 pc. water set - marigold - pretty
,  set, always love this shape of pitcher

62. M'burg Blackberry Wreath 7" ruffled bowl
x  - green - satin

63. M'burg Blackberry Wreath 7" ruffled bowl
- amethyst - radium & nice

i3r> 64. M'burg Blackberry Wreath 7" ruffled bowl
- marigold - radium & nice

65. N's Tree Trunk mid-size 13" vase -
green - very scarce, nice^^^"^-^

66. N's Tree Trunk mid-size 13" vase -
marigold - nice

67. Singing Birds mug - amethyst
5Q 68. Singing Birds mug - marigold - pretty
(gO 69. Fenton's Fine rib 12" vase - lime green -

has marigold overlay (qo .
^^7^70. Good Luck ruffled bowl w/ribbed back

- blue - electric & super, as good as
they get

71. Parlor Panels 7" squatty vase - marigold -
very dark & pretty

72. Rustic 8 1/2" CRE vase - marigold - nice
9:5" 73. Grape & Cable spt ftd 9" plate - marigold

74. Strawberry 9" plate w/BW back -
amethyst - very pretty

75. Garden Path "Variant large size ruffled
bowl - purple - an absolute beauty, a
super pretty & rare piece of glass

76. Chrysanthemum collar based ruffled bowl
- marigold - only irid. on back

MCO 77. Drapery Variant pitcher w/6 marigold
tumblers - not sure if set, but looks
pretty together, unusual!
Three Fruits 9" plate w/BW back - purple
Circle Scroll 5 pc. berry set - marigold -
scarce pattern, pretty

80. Greek Key 7 pc. tankard water set -
purple - extremely rare set & nice!
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Miniature Morning Glory 7 1/2" vase -
purple - pretty
Miniature Morning Glory 7" vases (3) -
marigold - choice
Concave Diamonds tumbler - celest blue
Peacocks 9" plate w/rtbbed back -
purple - very scarce & desirable, nice
Peacocks 9" plate w/ribbed back -
marigold - a very, very pretty plate, lots
of blue, pink & yellow irid.
Peacocks 9" plate w/ribbed back - ice
green - super pretty example!
Peacocks 9" plate w/rtbbed back -
white - very scarce & nice
Nautilus 6" vase - purple - a scarce &
pretty vase
Corinth 4 1/2" squatty vase - peach opal -
neat

Fentonia 7 pc. water set - marigold -
very rare set, nice
M'burg Zig Zag ruffled bowl - green -
radium, chip on base
Persian Medallion hair receiver - marigold
- pretty but cracked
Stippled Three Fruits spt ftd ruffled
bowl - lime green - very rare color, has
silver irid.
Stippled Three Fruits spt ftd ruffled
bowl - ice blue --very pretty, very
rare

Stippled Three Fruits spt ftd ruffled
bowl - saphire - very different blue
color, you will have to see it to call it
Stippled Three Fruits spt ftd ruffled
bowl - irid. custard - very rare, gold
band around outside edge is worn
Stippled Three Fruits spt ftd ruffled bowl -
green - has chips on sharp points
Three Fruits spt ftd ruffled bowl - purple -
nice
Fashion 11 pc. punch set - marigold -
nice
M'burg Strawberry master berry bowl
- vaseline - a great opportunity to buy
a rare color of Millersburg, super
pretty! i
Luster Rose ftd fernery - purple

, Wishbone 10" ruffled bowl - green -
pretty color
Zippered Thumprint punch cup -
marigold

. Flute & Cane punch cup - marigold -
rare punch cup

. M'burg Zig Zag crimped edge tri-
cornered bowl - amethyst - super
pretty radium irid. on this very rare
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piece
Ripple 8" vase - purple - 3 1/4" base,
pretty
Ripple 7 1/2" vase - smoke - 3 1/4" base
heat check in side of vase
Ripple 11 1/2" vase - green - 3 1/4" base
Puzzle round bon bon - amethyst - has
pretty lavender irid., nice!
Fenton's Peacock at Urn ruffled bowl -
green - very scarce color
Fenton's Peacock at Urn ruffled bowl -
amethyst - pretty, scarce
Fenton's Peacock at Urn ruffled bowl -
marigold
Butterfly & Berry ftd master berry bowl -
blue - has nicks on toes
Butterfly & Berry ftd master berry bowl -
marigold - nice
Butterfly & Berry ftd round sauce -
marigold - chip on base
Grand Thistle angular shaped water
pitcher - blue - vei^ rare, only a few
known, pretty
Grand Thistle tumbler - blue - pretty &
also very rare
Australian Kangeroo large ruffled
bowl - purple - scarce & pretty
Ripple 4 1/2" miniature vase - marigold -
pretty, cute little vase
Rose Show 9" plate - marigold - super
example, has lots of yellow & pink irid,
beautiful
Rose Show 9" plate - blue - very
scarce & desirable
Scroll Embossed 8" ruffled bowl w/file
back - purple - super
Scroll Embossed ruffled sauces w/file ., ^
back (2) - purple - fabulous, choice
N's Peacock at Urn IC sauces (4)
amethyst - choice
Orange Tree Orchard water pitcher -
white - very pretty irid, a scarce
pitcher, nice!
Orange Tree Orchard tumblers (^) -
white - pretty, sold choice 5^—30
Orange Tree Orchard 7 pc. water set -
blue - rare set & pretty
Orange Tree Orchard 7 pc. water set -
marigold - dark, dark & super, a great
matching set!

129. Diamond Points 6" squatty vase -
marigold - nice

130. Derby or Pinwheel 6 1/2" vase -
amethyst - very scarce & nice

3^ 131. Derby or Pinwheel 6 1/2" vase -
marigold - scarce, dark & also nice
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Feathered Serpent 10" ruffled bowl -
marigold - dark w/super irid, a beauty
Kittens vase - marigold - nice
Kittens ruffled bowl - marigold - dark
Kittens cup & saucer - marigold
Wild Strawberry 10" ruffled bowl
w/BW back - green - super pretty, as
good as these get
Holly 9" plate - marigold - nice
Holly 9" plate - clambroth
M'burg Holly Whirl ruffled bowl -
marigold - satin & super
A.E. Hudson Furniture Co. adv. ruffled^
bowl - amethyst - nice, adv. is hot^^^'-'-^
Stork & Rushes tumbler - blue - pretty
Luster Rose tumbler - aqua - rare color
Springtime tumbler - marigold - super
pretty, has chip on base
Garland ftd rosebowl - blue - pretty

Leaf Chain 9" plate - marigold - very
scarce plate, nice
Leaf Chain 9" plate - green - typical
silvery irid.
Tree Trunk 9 1/2" vase - white - very
scarce color

Tree Trunk 10" vase - lavender - very
pretty vase

Tree Trunk 10" vase - marigold
Loganberry vase - purple - a beauty
for this rare & desirable piece
Fluffy Peacock tumbler - amethyst
Fluffy Peacock tumbler - green
Peacocks PCE bowl w/ribbed back -

blue - very scarce & desirable,
pretty
Peacocks PCE bowl - marigold - very
pretty, minor nicks on edge
Cut Sprays 9" vase - marigold - 4 1/2"
base w/ 8 1/2" top, has Imperial Cross
marks in bottom

Lined Lattice 6" squatty vase - purple -
scarce

File Whimsey 5 1/2" vase - marigold -
very scarce & nice
Grape & Cable hatpin holder - purple
Fenton's Peacock at Urn 3 in 1 edge
bowl - marigold - nice
Hearts & Flowers 9" plate - purple -
very rare plate & highly desirable
Strawberry bon bon w/strawberry -
marigold - scarce w/berry in base
M'burg Primrose ruffled bowl - green -
radium & pretty, chip on back edge
Feathers 8" vase - white - frosty &
pretty, scarce

Miniature Thin Rib & Drape 5" vase -
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marigold - nice
165. M'burg Peacocks master IC shaped

bowl - green - radium & pretty, hard to
find in radium

166. M'burg Peacocks IC shaped sauce -
green - radium, very, very scarce

IC> 167. Windflower 9" plate - marigold - has
small nick on base

168. Plaid ruffled bowl - marigold - as
pretty as these get, a dandyli^^^"^

6?:^ 169. stippled Grape & Cable bon bon -
marigold - pastel & pretty

^55 170. Singing Birds water pitcher - purple -
pretty & scarce
Singing Birds tumbler - purple
Singing Birds tumbler - green
Singing Birds 7 pc. water set -
mangold - very pretty matching set,
scarce

M'burg Blackberry Wreath 3 in 1 edge
10" bowl - green - large chip on base
Stag & Holly spt ftd 9" plate - marigold
- a super plate, as good as I've seen,
even from one edge to the other, rare
Diamond Rib 12" vase - green - pretty

7S7) 177. Peacocks ruffled bowl w/ribbed back -

purple - very scarce & desirable
178. Peacocks ruffled bowl w/ribbed back -

marigold - dark & pretty, nice bow!
Oy 179. Question Mark bon bon - white

180. Tree Trunk 22" funeral vase w/plunger
base - purple - very, very rare &
exceptionaly tall for these, a super
vase

181. Sailboat ruffled sauce - amethyst - silver
irid.

«':5TO_182. Stippled Three Fruits 9" plate w/ribbed
back - blue - very rare color

' toX183. Stippled Three Fruits 9" plate w/ribbed
back - purple - nice

/to 184. Stippled Three Fruits 9" plate w/ribbed
_  back - marigold - minor fruit wear

V3_ll 85. Quill water pitcher - marigold - very
rare pitcher, color all the way down,
nice

Quill tumbler - marigold - scarce & pretty
Four Pillars 9 1/2" vase - aqua opal -
pastel example, couple toes have been
slightly polished

188. Four Pillars 12" vase - purple
Four Pillars 10" vases (2) - marigold -
choice

Omnibus water pitcher - marigold -
very, very rare pitcher, not many
known

191. April Showers 12" vase - blue
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Inverted Strawberry giant compote ■
amethyst - rare Cambridge, signed
Near Cut, nice
Orange Tree shaving mug - blue
Orange Tree shaving mug - marigold -
nice
Peacock & Grape ruffled bowl - red - a
bit towards the brick side but the irid.
looks red, pretty & rare
Lattice & Points 7" vase - amethyst
Rococco vase - smoke - very pretty &
highly desirable
Rococco vase - marigold
N's Blackberry ruffled compote - purple
Open Rose 9" plate - purple - always
a desirable plate, lavender type irid.
Fashion punch cup - pastel blue - odd
color
Fashion punch cup - smoke
Hobstar & Feather punch cup - marigold
- nice
Fantail IC shaped ftd bowl - blue - pretty
Grape & Cable master IC bowl - green
- rare, flat & pretty
Grape & Cable master IC bowl - purple
- also flat & nice
Grape & Cable master IC bowl -
marigold - pretty & flat
Mikado ruffle^compote - marigold -
pretty
Windflower ruffled bowl - blue
Acorn Burrs 7 pc water set - purple - a
beautiful set! very rare & highly
desirable
Many Fruits punch cup - purple - pretty
Many Fruits punch cup - blue
Many Fruits punch cup - amethyst
Many Fruits punch cup - mangold
Peacocks 9" plate w/plain back - ice
green - a dandy
M'burg Whirling Leaves ruffled bowl -
marigold - radium & nice
Rose Show ruffled bowl - marigold -
scarce & desirable
Lattice & Daisy 7 pc. tankard water set -
marigold - super pretty pitcher
Lattice & Daisy 6 pc. berry set - marigold
Plume Panels 10" vase - red - rare &
desirable vase, nice example Otpftsf
N's Thin Rib 10" vase - blue - scarce
color, nice
Thin Panel JIP shaped 6" vase - purple
Good Luck PCE bowl w/BW back -
marigold - beautiful, has very pretty,
even irid.
Field Flower tumbler - blue - the
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irid. makes the color look violet, rare
. N's Peacock at Urn master IC shaped
bowl - ice green - super pretty
example of a highly desirable bowl
N's Peacock at Urn IC shaped sauce -
ice green - most of these are silver,
this one is beautiful ( R
N's Peacock at Urn master IC bowl -
ice blue - super irid., very rare, a
beauty
Grape & Cable Variant 9" plate w/plain
back - purple - pretty
Freefold 12" vase - marigold - pretty
Coin Dot deep round bowl - red - very
rare bowl & highly desirable
Flowering Dill ORE square hatshape -
marigold
Orange Tree w/trunk 9" plate -
marigold - scarce & desirable
Four Seventy Four milk pitcher -
marigold - nice
Heavy Grape round bowl - marigold -
super
Raspberry 7 pc. water set - purple -
beautiful set! as nice as I've seen
Raspberry 6 pc. water set - marigold -
also a super nice set
Two Flower spt ftd round bowl - marigold
- large open bubble on one foot
Wishbone ftd ruffled bowl - marigold -
pretty
Grape & Cable sweatmeat - purple -
minor chip on base & small pinhead on
finial of lid
Morning Glory 16" funeral vase -
green - has 4 7/8" base - scarce
Wide panel 11" vase - marigold
Ripple 8" vase - marigold - has 2 3/4"
base
Imperial Grape ruffled bowl - purple -
super pretty
M'burg Peacock IC sauce - amethyst -
satin & nice
Stippled Three Fruits ruffled bowl
w/ribbed back - marigold - super
pretty bowl
Dragon & Lotus IC shaped bowl - blue
Honeycomb kerosene lamp & shade -
marigold
Blackberry Open Edge 2 sides up
basket - red - very pretty, scarce
Orange Tree standard size mug -
amber/red - minor nicks on base
M'burg Night Stars bon bon - marigold
- extremely rare & pretty
Blackberry Spray CRE JIP hatshape -
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Golden Harvest 7 pc. wine set - marigold 284.
- nice set ^
N's Eight Sided bushel basket - blue VaS 285,
Smooth Panels 11" vase - smoke - pretty
Stippled Strawberry PCE bowl - green 286
- very pretty, extremely rare, has 287.
minor nick on flat of base

M'burg Rays & Ribbons crimped edge 288.
ruffled bowl - mangold - radium & pretty |o 289.
Fenton's Three Fruits 12 sided plate - liO.A 290.
marigold - nice
Grape & Cable candlestick - marigold -
heat check on top of candlestick, has
candle lamp bracket QO 291.
Wreath of Roses punch cup - blue 292.
Classic Arts 5 3/4" vase - marigold - '7Cn293.
scarce vase, nice

Beaded Bullseye 12" vase - purple -
pretty

Beaded Bullseye 8" vase - purple - has ^(p 294,
burst on side of vase 2^295.
Stippled Good Luck ruffled bowl
w/ribbed back - marigold - lots of pink t^o 296.
irid., minor pinpoint on edge
Sailboats wine glass - marigold i
Gothic Arches 17" vase - marigold - /Q 297.
very scarce vase - 1

Cherry Circles card tray shaped bon bon ■^ 298.
- marigold 299.
Martha ftd bowl - marigold - English
Hearts & Flowers ruffled bowl - white - JpysOO.
very pretty, nice /S 301.
Top of the Morning hatpin - purple
Orange Tree 9" plate - ciambroth -
always desirable
Stretch glass large ftd centerpiece bowl -
tangerine - pretty
Poppy Show vase - vaseline opal - not
old, very pretty & quite desirable
Beaded Acanthus milk pitcher -
marigold - very scarce
Four Pillars 9" vase - blue - very pretty fy
N's Dandelion tankard water pitcher -
marigold - dark & super, a wonderful
pitcher, WOW!
N's Dandelion tumbler - marigold
N's Dandelion tumbler - green
N's Dandelion tumbler - purple
Butterfly & Berry 7" CRE vase - green
- rare color & shape, neat vase
Lattice & Points ruffled hatshape -
marigold
Maple Leaf tumbler - marigold - nice
Maple Leaf tumbler - amethyst
Dugan's Cherries ruffled ftd bowl -

marigold
Stork & Rushes mugs (4) - marigold -
choice 13
Petal & Fan large ruffled bowl - purple
- super pretty, very scarce
Heavy Iris tankard water pitcher - not old
Daisy Dear JIP whimsey shape -
marigold
Peacock Tail bon bon - green
Holly square ruffled hatshape - marigold
Inverted Thistle water pitcher - purple
- extremely rare pitcher & highly
desirable, a wonderful piece of glass,
nice
Golden Grape ruffled bowl - marigold
Bullseye & Leaves ruffled bowl - green
M'burg Ohio Star vase - marigold -
a little light at the bottom of this
extremely rare vase, has super
pretty irid.
Star & File tumbler - marigold
Blackberry Spray square shaped
hatshape - marigold
Water goblets: Wide Panel, Imperial
Grape, Octagon, Four Seventy Four - all
marigold - choice
Iris & Herringbone large ftd vase -
marigold - depression era
imperial Swirl ^e - marigold
St. Glair Thistle goblet - celest blue - not
old
Persian Medallion bon bon - marigold
Grape & Cable shotglass - clear - not
irid., has bluish colored grapes, chip on
base
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